Gaps with missing data in the observational temperature record are responsible for an underestimation of the global warming between 1881-1910 and 1986-2015 by 0.1 • C. We found that missing data in the historical observations introduce a warm bias in the early part of the record and a cold bias toward the end. The effect of the nonuniform sampling was explored by comparing the global mean temperature estimated from gridded observations, climate model simulations, and reanalysis. Output from global simulations was subsampled by masking the grid boxes corresponding to those with missing data in the observations to mimic the geographical availability of temperature measurements. A combination of variance depending on region and a varying geographical data sampling over time explains the bias in the global mean. We propose a methodology for estimating the global mean temperature that reduces the effect of the nonuniform variance.
Introduction
The estimate of the global mean surface temperature provides a common indicator of climate change (Stocker et al., 2013) and is used to define goals in international agreements, such as the 1.5 • C and 2.0 • thresholds chosen in the Paris protocol (Raftery et al., 2017) . It has also provided a basis for estimating the climate sensitivity (Cox et al., 2018; Skeie et al., 2014) . However, its estimate from empirical data assumes that the time series is homogeneous. In spite of past assessments of the data, there are still some unanswered questions regarding how well they reflect the real global state. For instance, Cowtan and Way investigated the effect of the geographical data availability on the global mean temperature over the period [1997] [1998] [1999] [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] and found that the incomplete global coverage of temperature measurements may give the impression that the observed warming since 1997 has been about half of the actual warming (Cowtan & Way, 2014) . While the global mean temperature estimate is computed from thermometer measurements from a large number of locations around the world and comprises measurements from the oceans as well as over land, individual thermometer records started at different times in different locations, and some temperature observations have also terminated and are no longer providing measurements. Hence, the sample size, from which the mean estimate has been calculated, has varied over time, as can be seen from the area of the grid boxes with valid data in the HadCRUT4 data set (Morice et al., 2012) : The global data coverage has increased from approximately 20% since the industrial revolution to about 80% for the present (Figure 1) . The changing sampling of the temperature from Earth's surface is a challenge when it comes to estimating the global mean, and one solution is to fill in the gaps. There are global analyses such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Institute for Space Studies (Hansen et al., 2010) data set, which fill in empty grid boxes with records from stations up to 1,200 km away by the means of linear inverse distance weighting (Hansen et al., 2010) . Since monthly temperature anomalies have extensive spatial structures, filling in the voids with information from adjacent regions with observations has some justification. There are also reanalyses, such as National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR; Kalnay et al., 1996) , ERAINT (Dee et al., 2011) , and ERA5 (Hersbach & Dee, 2016; Sprenger et al., 2017) , which are data products derived from numerical weather forecasts with initial conditions determined by available observations. The reanalyses fill in data voids with calculations based on physics-based equations; however, the introduction of new observational systems into the reanalyses over time, such as satellites, can result in spurious trends, and hence, they are not recommended for use in trend analyses (Bengtsson et al., 2004) .
The fraction of the grid box area in HadCRUT4 with complete data was lower than 80% before 1960 and was reasonably stable in the range 80-90% since then (black curve). The red curves show how the mean standard deviation box of the global temperature sample varies as shown in the middle panel and the standard deviation of the sampled temperature for each year A vary over time. (b) The data matrix for the annual mean temperature with the time dimension along the horizontal axis and space dimension along the vertical. Data voids are shown as white spaces. (c) box associated with each grid box is affect the sample over time and the data used to estimate the red line in (a). (Cowtan & Way, 2014) . The HadCRUT4 data provide a source for studying the effect of heterogeneous sampling of temperatures, as there has been no attempts to fill in the gaps of missing data. The effect of the historical sampling process has to some degree been assessed before for its previous version HadCRUT3, and results from a global climate model (HadCM3) have been used to generate a set of three synthetic data sets in order to check the variance adjustment algorithms used to account for different numbers of station records within each grid box and their effect on the variance of the output (Brohan et al., 2006) . The assessment of uncertainty has also included an evaluation of how different grid boxes with valid data affect the sampling of the temperatures, referred to as the "coverage uncertainty" (Brohan et al., 2006; Morice et al., 2012) . This assessment has involved a subsample of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996) that corresponded to the grid boxes with valid data in the gridded observations, and a confidence interval associated with the coverage uncertainty has then been estimated based on the comparison between the subsampled and full reanalysis data. In this context, Brohan et al. made an interesting observation: " [70] A notable feature of the global time series is that the uncertainties are not always larger for earlier periods than later periods. The uncertainties are smaller in the 1850s than in the 1920s, … despite the much larger 10.1029/2019GL083474 number of observations in the 1920s." Their analysis did not elaborate on the explanation for this observation, and from a statistical point of view, one would expect a reduction in the error for the mean estimate with an increasing sample size (Wheelan, 2013) and hence larger statistical fluctuations (year-to-year variations) in the early part of the record compared to the latter part. The standard error in the mean estimate for a random variable X is ∕ √ n, where is the standard deviation and n is the sample size (Brohan et al., 2006; Press, 1989) . The situation is more complicated than just having a sample of data that can be characterized in terms of the mean and its standard deviation, as there are several different ways of estimating the standard deviation of the global aggregation of the temperature: For the global mean temperature record, the standard deviation relevant for estimating the year-to-year statistical fluctuations is referred to as A (t) whereas for the estimate of its error bars, it is the standard deviation of the global samples grid box values that matters G (Table S1 in the supporting information henceforth "SI"). Furthermore, there are two sources of nonhomogeneities in the HadCRUT4 product: (a) the introduction of new or cessation of old grid boxes with measurements over time with different temporal standard deviation box (see Table S1 ) and (b) a blend of sea surface temperature over the oceans with the 2-m surface air temperature (SAT) over land (Brohan et al., 2006; Parker et al., 1994) .
Methods

Evaluation of the Availability of Historical Data
The temperature data analyzed in this study are anomalies from the 1961-1990 baseline period, and applying a missing data mask to the data is equivalent to reducing the sample size. Smaller sample sizes are normally associated with higher sampling fluctuations, but since monthly mean temperature is associated with geographically varying variance, changes in the sampling over time introduce an additional source of errors. To explore this effect, a set of experiments was carried out with masked data based on globally complete monthly mean temperature taken from 108 simulations with global climate models (GCMs) from the CMIP5 RCP4.5 experiment (Meehl et al., 2007) extracted for the same time period as HadCRUT4 (1850-2017) and interpolated to the same spatial grid as HadCRUT4. The advantage of using GCMs was that they provide a true global coverage, are not affected by varying number of station observation between grid boxes, and are not subject to inhomogeneities introduced by changing observational network. Furthermore, they cover much of the same time span as HadCRUT4 (1861-2017). For each month, we flagged the same grid boxes in the GCM results as those in the HadCRUT4 data without valid data as missing values. We refer to these results as "masked data". We then compared the masked data with original GCM data with no missing values. In addition to GCM simulations, the exercise with masking true global fields with the same time-space mask of missing data as HadCRUT4 was carried out for two different reanalyses: NCEP/NCAR reanalysis-1 (Kalnay et al., 1996) and the 20C reanalysis (Compo et al., 2011) .
Reconstruction of Global Annual Temperature
A methodology for filling data gaps was tested, using the empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs; Lorenz, 1956; Preisendorfer, 1988) of SAT estimated from a global reanalysis. The EOF patterns describe the spatial covariance and the spatial covariance structure of the recovered global temperatures is preserved when projecting these patterns onto the incomplete data. A multiple regression analysis was used for projecting the spatial covariance patterns (EOFs) onto grid boxes in HadCRUT4 with valid data to predict temperatures in the gaps with missing data using EOFs from both the NCEP/NCAR and ERAINT reanalyses in a similar fashion as the high-frequency analysis described in Smith et al. (1996) . A series of tests indicated that the reconstruction of global monthly mean temperature was robust with respect to the number of EOFs used or the choice of reanalysis. Further assessments of the EOF-based reconstruction involved canonical correlation analysis as well as multiple regression analyses. Both indicated a good match with the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, and a comparison between the EOF-based reconstruction and the original HadCRUT4 data gave a close match in terms of the global mean temperature (SI). The EOF-based global temperature analysis is open-access and available from Benestad (2019).
Global Mean From the Sum of Two Hemispheres or From Samples Taken From Both Hemispheres
Another issue is that the global mean often has been estimated from the respective means of the Northern and Southern Hemisphere series to avoid that the better sampled Northern Hemisphere dominates the average (Brohan et al., 2006) . Hence, the global mean temperature from HadCRUT4 has usually been estimated according to A G = 0.5 × (A SH + A NH ) (Morice et al., 2012). However, this strategy also has an effect on random errors, which are greatest in the less sampled hemisphere and hence the global mean estimate (SI). The choice of strategy is expected to have implications for the error aspect x ∕ √ n. Here, the strategy for estimating the global mean was to estimate the global mean temperature directly from all grid boxeŝ A G = ∑ i w i A i . A comparison of the two strategies was made with multimodel ensembles of GCM simulations from the CMIP5 experiment to test whether the latter is more or less prone to exaggerating sampling fluctuations when there are many grid boxes with valid data in the Northern Hemisphere and only a very small number from the Southern Hemisphere. However, the comparison suggested negligible differences. There were also other considerations, such as the order of spatial-temporal aggregation. Taking the annual mean of the global mean or the global mean of annual mean temperatures makes a slight difference when there are gaps of missing data, but not for the case with a complete data coverage (SI).
The Practical Work
The analysis was carried out in the R-environment (R Core Team, 2014) and used the esd-package (Benestad et al., 2015) to process and aggregate the statistics presented here. Details about the methods are provided in the shape of a R-markdown script in the SI for the benefit of transparency and the sake of replication. 
Results
To examine whether the change in the sampling over time can introduce a bias to the estimated global mean temperature, we used data from GCMs as a "pseudoreality." Monthly mean GCM temperature output was regridded to match the spatial and temporal grid (1861-2017) of HadCRUT4. This procedure was repeated for 108 different runs for the CMIP5 experiment (combined historical runs and RCP4.5 taken from the KNMI Climate Explorer). The global mean temperature was subsequently estimated for each GCM run, using both the complete results (the whole globe) and after the data had been subsampled to mimic the historical availability of the data as shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
The standard deviation ( box ) of temperature differs from location to location because the magnitude of natural variability depends on geographical conditions. Typically, there is weaker interannual variability in the tropics than in the middle to high latitudes (Figure 2a ). The effect of introducing new grid boxes over time with varying variance is evident in Figure 1a (red curve shows the standard deviation) and Figure 1c (red shading indicates higher values for box ). With new station data becoming available, there were some with high variance, typically from the high latitudes, as well as a large number with low variance, typically from the tropics. The annual global mean temperature estimated from the HadCRUT4 data suggested weaker than expected year-to-year variations in the early part of the record as noted previously (Brohan et al., 2006) , given the sample size. The reason for the weaker than expected variability in the early part of the record was that later measurements came from different geographical regions, which in effect introduced new data with stronger variance later in the temperature records (see Figures 1a and 1c) . A map showing the number of valid data for each grid box revealed that the early data were from Europe, parts of the United States, and along maritime trade routes (Figure 2b) . These locations also have low to moderate natural variability compared to regions excluded in the early records. The grid boxes with greater variance are also the ones that are associated with greater trend magnitudes as shown in Figure 3 where the variance is plotted against Figure 4 . A comparison between the global mean temperature estimated from HadCRUT4 and CMIP5 GCMs with a complete representation of the true global mean (red) and for the same grid boxes as those with valid data in HadCRUT4 (blue). The simulated global mean estimate based on 100% of the area show lower global mean temperature in the early record than the estimates based with the missing data mask from HadCRUT4. The shaded areas show estimated error margin for the global mean estimate for HadCRUT4 (±2 A ∕ √ (N)) and the range for the GCM ensembles; N is the number of grid boxes with valid data. The baseline is . GCM = global climate model; CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5. the grid box trend estimate for the entire CMIP5 RCP4.5 ensemble. The scatter plot shows a number of light gray data points that represented grid boxes with short records in the HadCRUT4 data that also were associated with both high standard deviation and trend in the corresponding GCM results. Hence, the omission of some regions with high variance has had an effect on the estimated global mean trend. This interpretation was supported by a bootstrap analysis where the same number of missing data as in the HadCRUT4 data were inserted into GCM results but distributed completely randomly over the entire globe. The procedure was repeated 100 times, each time calculating the global mean temperature. The resulting bootstrap sample spread for the global mean temperature was small compared to the bias associated with HadCRUT4's missing data mask, which does not remove data evenly across the globe (SI). The confidence intervals for the bootstrap runs were narrow due to a high spatial autocorrelation in the monthly temperature anomaly that also reduces the real degrees of freedom. Figure 4 presents a comparison between the annual global mean temperature estimated for the GCMs with a complete global coverage as well as GCM results with the same gaps of missing data as HadCRUT4. The results indicate that the change in sampling over time introduces a warm bias in the beginning of the record as well as a cool bias toward the end in agreement with previous findings (Cowtan & Way, 2014) . The statistics are summarized in Table 1 . Based on the CMIP5 ensemble mean, the annual mean global temperature gave a warming of 0.78 ± 0.03 • C from 1881-1910 to 1986-2015 for an identical time-space data coverage as in HadCRUT4. The corresponding change estimated for the complete sphere was 0.88 ± 0.03 • C for the same GCM simulations (statistically significant differences). A similar assessment applied to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis-1 indicated a similar cold bias over the most recent years when a missing data mask that mimicked the data availability in HadCRUT4 was applied, although the reanalysis did not extend as far back in time as the GCMs or HadCRUT4. Likewise, there was a warm bias in the early part of the subsampled twentieth century reanalysis, as seen in the masked GCM results (SI). The availability of data in the HadCRUT4 was limited in the Arctic, even toward the end of the data record, and hence gave less weight to this region where the warming has been the most pronounced. These biases were more pronounced when the annual means were estimated for the grid box temperatures prior to aggregating the global mean. The alternative order of processing was to estimate the global mean temperature first for each month and then the annual mean from these global means. The annual mean temperature for a grid box required a complete year with 12 months of valid data in this case and calculating the annual mean prior to the global mean thus resulted in discarding some valid data. Note. The range of values presented for the GCMs are 5-95 percentage confidence interval (±2 ∕ √ n where n was the number of years for the observations but number of GCM simulations for the GCMs). The change in the fourth row was between the periods 1881-1910 and 1986-2015 . NASA = National Aeronautics and Space Administration; GCM = global climate model; EOF = empirical orthogonal function; CMIP5 = Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5; GISS = Goddard Institute for Space Studies; NCDC = National Climatic Data Center.
We tested out a methodology for estimating the global temperature that took into account the geographical dependence of covariance as well as the blending of SAT and sea surface temperature by projecting a set of globally complete EOFs (Lorenz, 1956; Preisendorfer, 1988; Wilks, 1995) , estimated from reanalyses, onto the grid boxes of HadCRUT4 with valid data. The method was tested on the CMIP5 GCM runs where the output had been masked with the same missing data mask as HadCRUT4. The GCM data provided the true global means and hence could provide the correct answer as well as the estimate based on the subsampled data. The results of these tests suggested that this EOF-based analysis gave a close match with the true global mean after the 1960s when the data coverage was quite extensive but gave a similar warm bias as the subsampled data before 1900, when the observations were more limited to a geographical region with low to moderate interannual variability. The estimated change between the periods 1881-1910 and 1986-2015 was 0.78 ± 0.09 (Table 1) , which was marginally more than for HadCRUT4 (0.76 ± 0.07) and more similar to the estimate for NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Studies (0.79 ± 0.07). The differences between these two warming estimates were not statistically significant at the 5% level. Errors and biases in the EOF reconstruction of GCM outputs, for which we knew the true global temperature, were based on the R 2 from the multiple regression of EOF patterns from ERAINT (SI). We also assessed the difference between each GCM and ERAINT mean temperature, standard deviation, and trend for the CMIP5 ensemble over 1979-2018. These evaluations indicated greatest differences in the Arctic and that the GCMs underestimated the temperature variability over the western Indian Ocean and the western tropical Pacific. We also used estimates of the standard error in the regression coefficients to estimate error margins for the EOF-based analysis applied to HadCRUT4, which also indicated greatest uncertainties in the vicinity of the Barents Sea and the sea ice edge (SI). Smith and Reynolds (2003) discussed problems with extending spatial covariance modes (EOF patterns) over scarce data coverage in the early part of the data record, which also is a caveat when it comes to the EOF-based analysis. To assess this further, we analyzed the GCM results in terms of biases by the means of global maps of mean differences between the full global cover and EOF-based analysis. The EOF-based reconstruction provided a good estimate for the global mean temperature but had substantial biases at higher latitudes. The biases in the high latitudes were less important for the global mean than the local temperatures as the area poleward of 50 • N/S represents 23% of Earth's surface (SI).
Discussion and Conclusions
The subsampling effect caused by the limited availability of observations gave an appearance of a weaker historical global warming compared to a full global coverage. One explanation for this is that the global mean temperature estimates for the early part of the record were based on a sampled region with weak or moderate interannual variability. Some implications of these findings are that the changing data coverage introduces a low bias in the estimates of climate sensitivity based on data sets like HadCRUT4 (Cox et al., 2018; Skeie et al., 2014) and underestimated uncertainties in the global series for earlier periods (Brohan et al., 2006) . Our results also have some implications for other temperature reconstructions, such as those from the National Oceanic and 10.1029/2019GL083474 Atmospheric Administration and NASA (Hansen et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2008) . The way the covariance is geographically distributed needs to be accounted for, as in the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reconstruction (but only for the "high-frequency" component) while missing data in the NASA reconstruction were interpolated among station measurement and extrapolated anomalies as far as 1,200 km into regions without measurement stations. In any case, it is important to sample temperatures from a wide distribution of locations. Karl et al. (2015) reported higher global trends in recent decades than those reported by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and Figure 4 provides a consistent picture with their conclusion that the warming after 1998 has had an appearance of being weaker than the actual case due to a biased sampling and weighting. The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in our analysis were slightly cooler with a true global coverage than the estimate based on incomplete coverage. This warm bias was not connected to the cold bias that Karl et al. presented in the early part that was due to lack of corrections for type of sampling bucket or engine room observation. Here, the warm bias was a consequence of the geographical sampling and not the quality associated with choice of instruments.
The uncertainty in the actual magnitude of the historical global warming also has an implication for the Paris agreement by narrowing the margins for future emissions. Because of the uncertainties associated with the estimation of the global mean temperature, it may be a better goal to limit the background CO 2 concentrations to a specific level, for example, 500 ppm, rather than a specific global temperature threshold. Furthermore, an increased greenhouse effect may also result in a higher turnaround rate of the hydrological cycle as climate change is more than just higher temperatures (Benestad, 2016) .
Our results suggest that there is a need for old temperatures from regions remote to Europe, the North Atlantic and North America. Contributions from data rescue efforts and temperature reconstructions can benefit the reconstruction of the global temperature based on EOF-based projections by introducing more constraints. The value of a more global spread of the early data sample was underscored by a bootstrap test where the global mean temperature was calculated from GCM results that used the same number of valid grid boxes as HadCRUT4, either scattered randomly or more evenly over the surface area of the Earth. The results of the bootstrap test implied that the geographical range matters more than the number of grid boxes with valid data (SI). The most promising regions seem to be the Southern Sea (log books from the whaler hunters at the island of South Georgia), Africa, and the Arctic, and it is also possible to use GCMs to explore more thoroughly which regions would give the best results.
